Software Developers (2)

Are you seeking an opportunity to utilize your programming and database skills across a wide-range of application technologies? OneBeacon is seeking two Software Developers to join our Corporate IT Team in the Salem, VA office. This position will work closely with customers, business analysts, and team members to understand business requirements and develop technical solutions. December 2016 & May 2017 college graduates are encouraged to apply!

Working at OneBeacon will offer you:
1. An opportunity to think like an owner and directly grow the business
2. The ability to learn from an experienced team and increase your responsibility while working on web-based Underwriting and Policy issuance applications
3. The feeling of accomplishment when solving problems and helping customers
4. Great benefits including Medical, Dental, Life and Disability insurance, flexible spending accounts, 401K with company match, company funded ESOP, and competitive paid time off

Job Responsibilities:
1. Build, maintain and support web-based Underwriting and Policy issuance applications
2. Collaborate effectively with other members of the development team as well as project members such as business analysts, QA testers, and business users to exceed the expectations of internal customers and owners
3. Learning a myriad of systems and tools and participating in all phases of the full systems development life cycle
4. Using your creativity to offer new solutions and introduce new ideas

Qualifying candidates should have working knowledge of a subset of the following:
- Java Struts (MVC Framework)
- Java JSF
- VB.Net
- Angular/JS, JQuery
- C#.NET
- Web Service development
- SSRS
- Subversion (Source Control)
- AngularJS
- ASP.Net

Education and Experience:
The ideal candidate will have 0-3 years’ experience along with a Bachelor’s Degree in Computer Science, Information Systems or other related field. Candidates with Associate Degrees may also be considered.

To apply, contact:

Whitney Girard   Recruitment & Selection | OneBeacon Insurance Group
tel: 781.332.9704 | fax: 888.528.7360 | onebeacon.com | My mobile business card